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Growing through lockdowns
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The Royal Burgh of North Berwick is a thriving coastal town with a population of 6,500, overlooking the Firth of
Forth. It has a small harbour, sandy beaches and is a popular holiday destination for day trippers, golfers and nature
lovers, and a great place to live.
Since our beginnings in the early 1990s, North Berwick in Bloom has created thirty permanent beds, all maintained
by our volunteers. We have responsibility for several distinct areas within the Lodge Grounds, the town’s park. We
maintain over 100 planters along with 100 hanging baskets in the town centre in summer. We plant summer flower displays, spring bulb festivals, winter bedding and for the last year have maintained a pallet garden display in
front of the Abbey Church in the High Street. Many of the other displays are in prominent positions such as the railway station and the harbour. This year the hanging baskets and 15 new troughs of edible herbs and vegetables will
help to reinvigorate the High Street after the shutdowns of the pandemic. We have had many new volunteers over
the past few months as people want to spend time outdoors and help their town. NBIB is a member of the Community Connections group, and we offer a buddy system for anyone who is referred by them or would like to come
along for the first time.
We now have an enthusiastic core group of thirty gardening volunteers as well as others who help with important
tasks such as watering, publicity and fundraising. We have close links with environmental groups from across the
community who assist in other ways. In addition to growing and planting we also clean notice boards and benches
and pick litter. Our job is made very much easier by the excellent relationship we have with East Lothian Council's
Amenity Services ground care team.
Our principal aim is to enhance our town 365 days of the year, but in addition we have won the coastal category in
Beautiful Scotland eleven times, the Rose Bowl five times and a series of Gold Medals in RHS Britain in Bloom including in champion of champions.
2020 will always be known as the year that the COVID pandemic transformed almost every aspect of our lives. NBIB
decided to make every effort to keep the town looking beautiful throughout lockdown so that people could enjoy
their surroundings while out on their daily walks and exercise. We changed our communications to digital; hand
delivered newsletters to housebound residents and maintained a pallet display in the church grounds in the High
Street all of which greatly increased our profile in the town. We have been rewarded with huge local support, new
volunteers and increased donations. We were delighted to be included as an integral part of a memorial quilt embroidered throughout lockdown by the Quilters Guild of North Berwick. The Covid Quilt commemorates the community’s response to the pandemic and incorporates images illustrating the rainbow, the covid bug and the everchanging floral displays provided by North Berwick in Bloom volunteers. It now hangs as a permanent memorial in
the local museum.
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THE NORTH BERWICK YEARS 2020-2021
On September 12th 2019, four members of NBIB attended the Beautiful Scotland awards ceremony in Dumfries.
North Berwick won a gold medal as well as the best Coastal Town, the Community Horticulture Award and the
Rose Bowl. While we were collecting awards, the rest of our volunteers were enjoying a social evening out in North
Berwick, ready to hear the results as soon as they were announced. Also in September, we potted up 2000 viola
plugs for our winter/spring displays. North Berwick Gardening Club started its indoor programme in September and
the syllabus included an expert panel discussion with NBIB members Stan da Prato and Ian Craigie, and later a
presentation by Libby Morris on medicinal plants. In late September the hanging baskets were taken down and
cannas, bananas and other tender perennials returned to the council nursery. A group of volunteers helped Law
Primary School parents to tidy overgrown displays in the school playground and the sensory garden. In October the
planters in the town and station were cleared of summer bedding and our tubs and planters planted up with winter bedding. We joined a Big Community Beach Clean with ELC Countryside Ranger Service and the Seabird Centre
along with local Scouts and Brownies.

In October three junior NBIB members from Law Primary School planted three Sorbus trees in the Lodge. Inspired
by David Attenborough, they had raised the money for the trees by holding a bake sale during their end of year
‘Climate Change Conference’. Pictures of the planting featured in the local press and the girls joined us for our official Rose Bowl photo with the trophies. In November we were asked to help a local community garden by clearing a
derelict plot of land between the houses. We removed three large builders’ sacks of weeds and later took part in
discussions with local residents over the design of the garden. In November we held a party in the Seabird Centre
to thank the many different groups who had taken part in the Beautiful Scotland judging day, including the Amenity
Service team, schools, taxi, Day Centre, Countryside Rangers, Herbspace and others. We also officially thanked
committee members who were retiring from office. In late November the Community Council invited us to switch
on the Christmas lights. Also in November we held our AGM where we agreed to apply to become a registered
charity. In December we planted over 4,000 tulip bulbs in our planters in among violas, polyanthus and wallflower.
Dwarf narcissus bulbs were potted up with the children of Law Primary and NB Nursery Schools for the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society spring bulb show. We gave a presentation on our gardening year at the Keep Scotland
Beautiful Seminar in Stirling. In December we helped Marie Curie volunteers and P4 pupils from Law Primary
School plant 500 native daffodil bulbs on the edge of the school playing field.
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Tulips in May

Planting daffodils at the primary school .

Clearing summer bedding to replant at the station.

Junior members tree planting in the Lodge.

Recycled polyanthus ready to plant out in October.
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2020 should have been the Year of Coasts and Waters so we designed logos on slates for our planters and a shell
dolphin for one of our boat displays. In early spring polyanthus were potted up in the greenhouse and our junior
volunteers planted sunflower seeds at half term. These were for the RHS sunflower challenge. We received a donation of six jasmine plants to be planted near the main bus stop to be enjoyed by people waiting in the queue.
We applied for 400 free trees from the Woodland Trust to plant in a newly established country park. We organised a volunteer planting day with the community group Sustaining NB in March 2020 when 100 community volunteers including children and families planted all the trees in two hours.
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Two weeks later the first lockdown was announced. The
town was deserted with people only allowed out for
shopping or exercise. Resilience groups were established
with many NBIB volunteers signing up for them unless
they were shielding or caring for family members. By April
our tulip festival was putting on a great show. Our annual
tulip tea and walks were cancelled but the tulips carried
on blooming regardless and gave great pleasure to people
out on their daily walks. Our tulip leaflet was published
online, with posters in the newsagent’s shop window and
town notice boards as well as hundreds of tweets and Facebook pictures of the tulips. We gardened alone while
out on our daily exercise and managed to weed the displays without breaking any rules.
There was no Gardening Scotland Pallet Garden, so a pallet garden was built in the High Street with a display of
tulips in a rainbow pattern and posters of rainbows drawn
by grandchildren of NBIB members. By the end of May,
we were able to hold a socially distanced plant sale in the
grounds of the church and gave away our tulip bulbs in
return for donations to our funds. With the Gardening
Club we launched a sunflower growing competition and
gave away 200 seedlings to local children. The pallet
changed to a sunflower display. The council nursery was
able to deliver summer bedding and we unloaded them in
a socially distanced way to comply with regulations. The
council gardeners created a carpet bed to thank NHS
workers and honour VE 75. This was reported widely in
the press and on BBC News.
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Sunflowers .
Socially distanced potting; replacing barrels.
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The North Berwick Gardening Club Spring Show went ‘on line’ with photos of the club bulbs on the website. The
Caley children’s bulb shows in RBGE also went on line with the Primary School and Nursery School winning certificates.

Wildflowers flourished in the hot dry weather and the watering volunteers went out every day to keep the displays looking good. Those of us
who were able to garden continued in our own time and worked singly or
in pairs. We held our committee meetings on Zoom, made the transformation to a charity, set up internet banking and online donations. We

also completely renewed and updated the website. The main thing
that we couldn’t do was to hang our usual baskets in the High
Street. We felt we wouldn’t be able to manage the watering with
less than half of our volunteers working, and pushing a watering
cart down the narrow pavements of the High Street would not
have been helpful when people were queuing outside shops. The
baskets were greatly missed and we are pleased that we have been
able to install 100 this year. Annual flower seed mixes were sown
in many locations around the town. The High Street boat was planted up with a heart shaped thank you to NHS workers. Twelve hanging baskets were placed on safe corner displays. The council introduced brown wooden box planters in the High Street to control
traffic and parking. In August a bat walk was arranged for local children in the country park, as well as a moth trap. Several guided
walks around the Lodge were put on for Gardening Club members.

Summer watering and moth trapping.
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At the end of October over 4,000 tulip and daffodil bulbs were planted in the planters and the pallet display was
changed to a poppy field for Remembrance Day as all the normal Remembrance Day commemorations were cancelled. In December it changed to a Christmas theme with a virtual Christmas switch on for the town organised on
Zoom. Many of the shop keepers provided imaginative Christmas window displays, even though their shops were
closed. In December we held a further successful tree planting day with 900 more trees planted by community volunteers observing social distancing rules. The resulting tree plantation now has all of its trees evenly spaced two
metre apart! We wanted to finish 2020 on a positive note.

January 2021 continued with lockdown so our volunteers went back into maintenance mode, tidying and weeding
in pairs whenever we could with a small ‘what’s app’ group enabling us to stay in touch with each other. Some of
us contributed gardening articles to the Community Connections newsletter and we regularly participated in KSB
seminars, presentations and Q and A sessions. We transported plants and gravel from a show house garden that
was being demolished and our rotten display handcart was completely rebuilt by a local joiner. It is now painted
and back in place. In January NB Brownies celebrated their 100th anniversary and we have held several joint activities with them. During lockdown they made paper flowers for our poster displays, first of daffodils and tulips and
more recently with summer flowers. The summer carpet bed has been planted up with their trefoil motif and some
of the Brownies sowed the wildflower seed balls from KSB nearby. Begonia corms were started off in a greenhouse
in March and the pallet display gradually changed to include pots of spring bulbs. Snow fell in February, and in
March we planted up the plain brown planters in the High Street with polyanthus and pots of daffodil bulbs. The
shops were beginning to open after the shutdown and the traders were delighted to see colourful flowers so decided to paint the planters blue. A local nursery donated plants and another delivered compost so one of our volunteers made thank you slates to add to the display.
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The edible boat in May

A fishbox trough in April

In March we could garden in groups of six while staying two metres apart so we helped in Lime Grove community
garden, met up with the Bass Rocketeer community group to arrange to paint benches in the summer, supported
the Marie Curie Daffodil Appeal with our pallet garden, held another virtual tulip festival. In April the annual
seed mixture ‘Magic Roundabout’ was sown in beds around the town and a fish box challenge launched with the
Gardening Club. This included a video on our website explaining how to turn an old polystyrene fish box into a
miniature garden . We washed benches and display boards and repainted signs. In May we helped the community
group Sustaining NB to plant wildflower seeds beside the community park, repainted the fund-raising lighthouse
and helped NB Gardening Club to hold a plant sale in aid of funds. In June the station planters were emptied and
removed to be replaced by 27 new planters made from recycled plastic with reservoirs which will help conserve
water. High Street planters were planted up with bedding and the blue traffic boxes with vegetables and herbs.
New planters for social distancing measures were installed and planted up at the harbour.

Plant sale to raise funds.

Incredible edibles in the High Street .
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Horticulture

Seasonal displays of bedding are concentrated at key sites for maximum impact. One hundred hanging baskets are
placed along the High Street to provide a colourful display. Over one hundred planters and tubs are planted twice
a year, with spring bulbs and winter bedding in the autumn, and summer bedding in May/June. Bedding is grown
on either in our own greenhouses or for us by ELC in their nursery. Many new planters have been added this year
to help with parking and ‘people for spaces’ so we have supplemented our usual supplies of plants with vegetables
and flowers raised from seed in our greenhouse.
The war memorial in September
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Residential & Community Gardening We have close links with NB Gardening Club and provide advice to local gardeners while our ELC colleagues’ garden aid scheme helps elderly and disabled people. We help local schools with
gardening projects although this has been curtailed during the last year. We provide displays at three churches including two beds showing plants of the Bible. We have organised a buddy system to help people who are referred
by the local community liaison officer and GPs.

Business Areas All our baskets and many of our planters are in the main shopping area. Many local businesses
have added planters or window boxes to their shop fronts and we have installed six extra baskets this summer with
requests for several more next year. We work with ELC to add perennials, shrubs and trees to car parks, some
streets and the railway station. We have adopted the 15 traffic boxes in the High Street and ensure that they are
full of seasonal displays including vegetables and herbs most of which we have grown from seed.
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Tulip festivals 2020-2021

TT. turkestanica

A few of the 44 varieties and species.

T. tarda

Ancilla (kaufmaniana ) Addis ( greigii)

Couleur Cardinal (single early) Abu Hassan (triumph)

Rembrandt mixed

Carnaval de Nice (peony)
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Some spring bulbs: Corydalis; Scilla
Narcissus; Erythronium; Leucojum.
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The Lodge Grounds. ‘The Lodge’ is North Berwick's 11-hectare public park in the centre of the town. It had a £1
million historically accurate restoration in 2008. Our volunteers played a crucial part in the restoration, from initial surveys to hands-on work in the garden. NBIB worked closely with ELC, creating a series of gardens within a
garden. The Edwardian rockery, reconstructed by our volunteers, consists of a series of compartments planted
with different species. We believe this may be the only surviving example in the country. The Fernery is a shady
area with twenty-two different types of fern. An arid bed has a collection of plants that can cope with dry and
semi-desert conditions including cacti. In summer a sub-tropical bed is planted with exotic species, most of
which are overwintered in the ELC nursery. Extensive perennial planting includes a bee friendly lavender garden. A Japanese bed commemorates the end of WWII, with plants popular in Japan such as hostas, azaleas and
bamboos. The Stumpery, created with logs from a nearby beach, is planted with hellebores, ferns and primulas.
A daffodil display has more than thirty different varieties of narcissus from each of the thirteen Daffodil Society
divisions. A carpet bed is planted by ELC gardeners; this year's theme is North Berwick Brownies’ centenary. The
Brownies have also planted the seed balls donated by KSB. An orchard has a small demonstration collection of
fruit trees and bushes that will grow in our coastal climate. Two years ago, we provided space for threatened
conifers from Chile, Morocco and elsewhere as part of the International Conifer Conservation Programme, and
Arran whitebeams as part of the Scottish Native Plant Initiative at RBGE; all are flourishing.

Sub-tropical bed in late September.
Rock garden in October.

Dry bed planted out in June .
Fascicularia bicolor in November.
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Catmint in the lavender garden

Princess Anne

Blue Eyes

The rose garden in late June
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Permanent Planting. The soil by the coast is exceptionally sandy while further inland it is heavier and more water
retentive. These soil types determine the natural flora and which plants can be successfully cultivated. Our climate is dry by Scottish standards - annual rainfall of around 710mm. We have little frost but frequent exposure to
wind, and permanent beds dry out easily. We have tried and tested planting schemes and use perennials and
shrubs that can cope with these conditions. These plants provide colour and interest all year round. Spring bulbs
are very important; there are more than a million planted around North Berwick. A few years ago, 3,000 trees and
shrubs were planted to enhance new social housing and school extensions and NBIB joined with Sustaining NB and
community volunteers to plant over 1,400 trees during 2020.

Coastal bed in flower.

Herbaceous perennials in June.

Low growing perennial bed and the rock garden in August.
More August perennials.

Cornus and Rubus in January .
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Open Spaces North Berwick has a range of extensive open spaces each managed in a different way. Along the
coast the raised beach has two putting greens, two golf courses and a wildflower meadow. The Lodge Grounds
has nine hectares of grass with many mature trees and is managed for informal recreation. The ten hectare Recreation Park has three grass sports pitches, cricket pitch with nets, a full size all-weather 3G pitch as well as a children’s play area with play equipment, a skateboard area with half-pike and an enclosed basketball court. The park
is the location of our annual Highland Games in August, which attract over 10,000 visitors and over 50 pipe bands
from across the world, unfortunately cancelled again this year. The 613 ft Law covers 36.6 hectares of unimproved
grassland and scrub of high conservation value and attracts many walkers for its summit views of the Firth of Forth
and East Lothian countryside. The wooded valley of the Glen with its burn is the largest area of woodland in the
town. Comprising the Glen, Coos' Green, Castlehill and the Greenheads this area covers 14.8 ha. Recently these
have been complemented by a country park, consisting of 13 hectares of agricultural land which has been converted into a recreational area of trees and grassland with wildflowers and mown paths.

Ox-eye daisies in the country park.

Annuals by a church and at the station.

Daffodils in the Lodge in March
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ENVIRONMENT
Management plans are in place for all the significant open spaces in North Berwick. These plans stress the importance of co-operation between statutory and voluntary groups. NBIB is involved with or linked to them all.

Thrift

Small tortoiseshell butterfly

Eider with ducklings

The coast comes under the Firth of Forth Special Protection Area as well as being a Ramsar site - internationally
important wetland - and the islands of the Forth are all also SSSIs. On land the Law is an SSSI botanical site with
considerable geological interest. To inform the management plans, monitoring is necessary; 1600 species of plants
and wildlife have been recorded in and around North Berwick. Gannets are counted using aerial surveys; other seabirds and seals are counted by volunteers from the Forth Seabird Group. Several members of NBIB take part in SOS
Puffin to cut down non-native tree mallow on islands. Volunteers make monthly counts of shorebirds as part of the
national Birds of the Estuaries enquiry. Along the coast breeding eider ducks are monitored by volunteers organised
by the East Lothian ranger service. Bee and butterfly transects are carried out while volunteers also monitor breeding songbirds in the Lodge and Glen. The countryside ranger co-ordinates conservation tasks and feeds results into
local authority management plans. The ranger-led volunteer group works once a month on the Law, Glen and Coos
Green, assisted by NBIB volunteers. Tasks include removing ragwort to safeguard a group of Exmoor ponies which
carry out conservation grazing; tree planting and protection, removing non-native plants.
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Coos Green flowers : cowslip; early marsh and northern marsh orchids.

Reducing mowing to one cut each in autumn on part of Coos Green has created a 2-ha wildflower meadow with
up to 30 species of flowering plants all of which were in the ground but suppressed. Wild orchids have increased
in damper spots with up to over 600 spikes of northern marsh orchid and 50 spikes of common spotted orchid.
Bat and bird boxes have been erected in the Glen and checked by appropriate licence holders. In one part of
the town a pond is a breeding site for the specially protected great crested newts and volunteers check nearby
drains to rescue any trapped amphibians. In conjunction with the council’s arboriculture team non-native sycamore has been reduced to create a more diverse habit for birds and small mammals on the Greenheads banking. Of the highest priority non-native plants listed in the Scottish native species website, no giant hogweed or
Himalayan balsam occurs while Japanese knotweed has been virtually eliminated from its two sites in the town.
Our local golf courses are managed on environmentally friendly principles. The aim is to maintain turf that is
adapted to our relatively dry and windswept conditions. Irrigation and applications of fertilisers and chemicals
are kept to a minimum. The path verges and rough at the edge of the fairways provides a habitat for a range of
wild flowers, insects and birdlife. Experience gained by creating a native plants bed at the harbour, planted with
wildflowers that flourish on local coasts, has helped to demonstrate the value of native plants. The Scottish Seabird Centre attracts over 200,000 visitors to North Berwick annually and provides educational activities to thousands of visiting children, as well as running the weekly Wildlife Club for local pupils. Some NBIB volunteers
work with the Seabird Centre clubs and groups.
Socially distanced mowing and lifting
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This year we were asked by the Harbour Trust to advise them on planters to be used for social distancing. These have been
planted up with some extra bedding plants for the summer.
We now use relatively little bagged compost: 30 bags for the baskets with another 20 to top up planters. This compares to
at least 50 tons of recycled green waste mainly used on permanent beds. We re-use spent compost from our baskets and
tubs as mulch on our beds. Between NBIB and ELC we use a maximum of 20,000 bedding plants for the whole town over
summer and winter. Our hanging baskets are equivalent to an area of 12 sq. metres while our planters are equivalent to
around 40 sq metres in total approx. equivalent to one small and one of the larger 30 perennial beds. The range of plants
we grow means there are nectar sources from February to October. Throughout the town weed killer use is now limited to
glyphosate on pavements and gutters. Two small areas of high amenity grass in the Lodge receive selective weed killer
treatment; all other permanent grass does not. No chemical treatments are used on any of the flower and shrub beds. Leaf
mould from the Lodge is used when we make or replant our perennial beds. NBIB often makes use of recycled plants and
plant donations. Local plant sales and exchanges are held twice a year. Tulip bulbs from the tulip festival are offered at an
‘open morning ‘ with members of NBIB in attendance to meet interested supporters. A water butt collects water from the
roof of the Seabird Centre and children attending the Friday Club use this to water the tubs at the harbour. We are discussing with Scotrail and a church how we can collect rainwater from their roofs. We recently carried out a plastic audit and
now our only plastic items can be used more than once, mainly pots and seed trays. Even old compost and gravel bags are
regularly re - used when we weed and collect litter. All these policies contribute to reducing our use of carbon. NBIB has
joined FIDRA, a new public body that works with local businesses to minimise plastic waste and encourage recycling. Major
works to manage coastal erosion along the west golf course and beach are ongoing.

Recycled green waste
Tulip bulb give away

Cleaning a bird identification board.

Putting old plastic bags to good use .

We use several different types of signage: individual plant names, small information notices and acknowledgements to donors. The traditional iron railings and chains around the town required expensive annual maintenance and have been replaced with more sustainable galvanised materials. The slate wall celebrates our achievements.
Both of North Berwick's beaches again achieved a Seaside Award in 2021. East Lothian Council is increasing its kerbside recycling collections in North Berwick, with householders required to separate more kinds of waste. This will help to meet
Scottish Government targets. ELC has installed two 'big belly' solar bins in the town centre and intends to place more when
funding allows.
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Coastal wildflower bed; wildflower walk.
Clean beach award flag.
Improved biodiversity after sycamore removal.
Local walks leaflet currently being updated.
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COMMUNITY
Working with other groups
NBIB joins forces with other groups such as the Bass Rocketeers who are an activity based group who carry out
painting, washing and general maintenance of things like benches and signposts. We also carry out litter picks
which are a regular feature of the NBIB calendar and litter prevention is heavily emphasised in our local schools.
The Seabird Centre now organises weekly litter picks on the beaches and NBIB volunteers join the Bass Rocketeers
on their frequent litter picks. Sustaining North Berwick is another group which has joined NBIB for activities such as
tree planting, sowing flower seeds and litter picks. We have helped and advised two community gardening projects: Lime Grove Community Garden and the Gilsland Woodland Strip.

North Berwick Nursery School The nursery has been awarded its third Green Flag for the EcoSchools programme
(the top level of award). The nursery playground is a wildlife garden, outdoor learning space and playground all in
one. A bird-cam allows the children to follow the progress of their nesting box, and they feed the birds daily. Garden waste is composted whilst a wormery deals with food waste. The children plant, grow and tend their own fruit
and vegetables. In their playground there is a native wildlife hedge, a wild corner, a water butt to collect rainwater
and a log pile. NBIB volunteers join in with these activities and are available for encouragement and advice.
Law Primary School Every Friday morning prior to Covid restrictions two NBIB volunteers helped run a Primary 6
gardening club at Law Primary. The children planted bulbs, hung bird boxes, tidied up leaves in the sensory garden
and went online to find new plants for it. A team of NBIB volunteers paid a 'Hit Squad' visit to the garden in the autumn of 2019 to prepare it for the children's replant in the spring. The children also planted pots of daffodils and
tulips to take to the elderly later in the spring. In December 2019 NBIB and Marie Curie volunteers and council
ground staff helped pupils plant 500 native ‘Wordsworth’ daffodils in an area of the school grounds. Many of the
classes use the outdoors as a context for learning and this has been of increased importance in the last 18 months.
NBIB gives both the primary and nursery schools 200 miniature daffodil bulbs to plant in pots and look after. This
year photos of the bulbs were shown at the NB Garden Club's virtual Spring Show with six pots from each school
selected to enter the RCHS children’s virtual bulb display at RBGE. The bulbs are then planted out in the Lodge.
North Berwick High School was the first High School in East Lothian to achieve the Green Flag award. Duke of Edinburgh award candidates can choose a horticulture module. In 2019 a NBIB volunteer attended the S6 leavers fare to
promote volunteering opportunities for senior pupils with NBIB.

School children potting Jetfire daffodil bulbs

NBIB junior members potting on polyanthus
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North Berwick Day Centre provides a safe environment for frail elderly people and those with dementia, and has an
enclosed garden with raised planters where the clients enjoy caring for flowers and vegetables. NBIB helps to maintain the garden on behalf of the centre, and helps the clients to plant out the beds with annuals

Leuchie Hare Trail
Leuchie House in North Berwick is a respite and rehabilitation care home for people with neurological conditions. It
celebrates its tenth anniversary this summer with a fundraising Hare Trail round the town. NBIB volunteers are joining the team which looks after the hares and will be taking care of the High Street hares during the month of July.

Lime Grove Community Garden
NBIB volunteers helped to renovate a piece of derelict land between houses in Lime Grove. We have been joined
by residents, scouts, and members of NB Gardening Club to transform the area into a garden for use by the community in order to help to help combat loneliness and improve access for disabled people. Seven people in the street
use disability scooters. The group has registered with It’s Your Neighbourhood.
Friends of Gilsland Woodland
The Gilsland Woodland Strip is a Scots Pine dominated shelter belt, amounting to approximately 0.8 hectares, located on the south-western side of North Berwick and is owned and managed by East Lothian Council. The Friends
work in partnership with ELC to enhance the biodiversity, amenity and educational value of the Strip for the community. The Friends of Gilsland Woodland are ‘Friends of NBIB’ and have also joined It’s Your Neighbourhood.
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A request on social media brings in more volunteers to
hang the baskets in late June

Litter picking with the ranger.
The Brownies watering; their fishbox garden.

Festival by the Sea in August. NBIB is once again providing flower displays for the festival this year and will lead
two guided walks to look at coastal wildflowers and the Lodge floral displays.
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NBIB provides floral colour for many local organisations . Switching on the Christmas lights.
Socially distanced tea break.
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ORGANISATION

North Berwick in Bloom celebrates its 28th anniversary this year. We are now registered with OSCR as a charity
and have seven trustees who meet monthly by Zoom. We meet regularly with the local ELC Amenity Officer. Our
volunteers carry out over 3,000 hours of unpaid work each year, which is greatly appreciated by people in North
Berwick. We provide our volunteers with training; assist other Bloom groups through visits and talks and have organised training days for Beautiful Scotland. We are planning even more diversity with bulbs, especially in autumn;
vegetable gardens linked to the nursery and community centre, and most of our compost comes from recycled
waste.

@NBinBloom is an active Twitter account with over 1000 followers.- The NBIB Facebook page has followers from
across the globe and our Instagram links with other local groups. All our beds feature signs with our logo. Our volunteers wear distinctive green hi--vis North Berwick in Bloom tabards. Our pallet gardens in the High Street and
plant sales have helped to raise awareness within the town and attract more donations to our funds. We have a QR
code displayed throughout the town which links to a donations page on our website. We have twice featured on
the Beechgrove Garden.

We try to tie in fundraising to events that also raise our profile. We receive sponsorship from a number of businesses. We apply for grants for major projects. Many local shops and businesses have a North Berwick in Bloom
collecting can by the till. Our quiz sheets are provided by a local newsagent and are popular with visitors and locals
alike. The lighthouse at Quality Street has raised hundreds of pounds since it was installed. Scotrail support our
many planters at the station. We plant up North Berwick Golf Club's displays twice a year in return for annual sponsorship of £500. A local garden centre sponsors a large planter for £50 annually. The local Bridge Club has donated
the proceeds of their annual fundraising. Several local eateries sponsor planters outside their businesses. One of
the town's dental practices sponsors three of our barrels.

THANK YOU

Thank you to all of our sponsors, supporters and volunteers for their generosity and support. Without such a great
team behind us, we could not do what we do!

East Lothian Council, particularly our local Amenity Services team and countryside ranger service- North Berwick
Gardening Club- North Berwick Trust- the Stella Moffat Trust- North Berwick Community Council- North Berwick
Golf Club - The Bass Rocketeers- North Berwick Nursery School- Law Primary School- North Berwick High SchoolRotary Club of North Berwick- The Harbour Trust- North Berwick & District Business Assoc- All the Quiz-selling and
can-holding traders- John Skillen at Sweet News for compiling Quizzes- Scottish Seabird Centre - Scotrail - The Abbey
Church, for use of tap and giving home to pallet gardens and plant sales- The Abbey Residential Home, for our
greenhouses- Why Not? - for cups of coffee and bacon rolls for tired volunteers- Alastair the Carousel Man for watering duties - Tantallon Golf Club for use of their tap- NB Police Station for use of their tap and shed- The Baptist
Church for use of their tap- Brian at the station kiosk Sponsors- Zitto- No 12- North Berwick Dental Centre - Merryhatton Garden Centre - North Berwick Day Centre- North Berwick Fry- Marmion Bridge Club- Co-op Funeral Careand NISA for sponsoring us through their national charity for community funds.
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North Berwick
in Bloom

Finances: Accounts for two
years to 30
June 2021
£
Bank Balance
at 1 July 2019

Income:
Donations

12,269

8,840

North Berwick
Trust

3,507

North Berwick
Golf Club

1,000

Plant and bulb
sales

2,139

Lighthouse 20p
box
Tabards sold
Quiz
Collecting cans

£

404
80
325
525
16,820
29,089

Expenditure:
Plants & materrials
Hanging baskets

9,580
2,995

Water barrels

3,098

Repairs

1,298

Watering
Health and
safety

2,220

Quiz costs

69

New shed

386

Hospitality

597

Insurance

174

Admin

705

456

21,578
Bank balance
at 30 June
2021

7,511
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Future plans
The slate wall summarises NBIB’s successes in earlier years. Despite lockdowns and their attendant difficulties
the group has had a successful two years with increased support across the town and more volunteers. We expect to continue providing floral displays across the town. We plan to upgrade our small orchard. We shall
work with ELC to further improve wildlife habitat. We will continue to work with other community groups and
to provide the buddy service which enables people from all sectors of society to benefit from gardening activities. We shall reinstate links with schools once regulations allow. We are always open to new ideas and see
ourselves as continuing to support our community in the best ways that we can.
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